
IMPERIALISM IN CHINA AND JAPAN

How did nineteenth-century Western imperialism influence Japan and Chinaâ€™s modern nation-building efforts? How
did the two countriesâ€™ responses to Western imperialism differ? Students will understand that Japan largely escaped
the worst effects of Western imperialism, and the.

The warlords control different regions of the country and compete for domination of the nominal central
government in Beijing. With wealth, technology, and Nationalism, the age of imperialism commenced and
western expansion yielded tremendous prosperity. An important factor causing this difference of reactions to
Western pressure between Japan and China was historical timing. Politically and economically , Japan was a
nation in rapid growth and vigorous transition. Between and , Japan's exports would triple , manufactured
goods multiplied a dozen times , and it's population would climb to 78 million by  Asian countries were left
with a dilemma: industrialize quickly or become subjects U. In that period, neither of them had the power to
stand up to the Western nations, and eventually both had to sign unequal treaties that forced them to open their
ports and cities to foreign merchants. China viewed themselves as totally self sufficient , superior , and the
only truly civilized land in a barbarous world. China and Japan had their own reasons regarding the claiming
of this island. Internal strains and foreign activity in China lead to rebellions and ultimately revolt of the
provinces against the Qing imperial authority in in the name of a Republican Revolution. Therefore, power
was far less unified than in China, where the rigid bureaucratic system stifled capitalist initiative and
competition. Be sure to also take time to analyze the map at the bottom of the reading. Storry, R. This situation
was not to be accepted by the Western nations for long, however, and by Lord Napier was sent by Britain to
pressure the Chinese into allowing a more open trade. Mahan, a leading expansionist, forewarned that the
Pacific could "be entered and controlled only by a vigorous contest. Japan, on the contrary, was much more
receptive to the demands of Western envoys. From the s onward, the Chinese attempt reform efforts to meet
the military and political challenge of the West. Available at: www. How could two civilizations apparently so
similar to each other react so differently to the same historical event? And yet they were the only available
source of information about the West, because contact with foreigners was restricted to the Co-hong in Canton
Fairbank and Reischauer,  China: raw materials, market, farmland. S arrived with a naval squadron and Japan
signed its first unequal treaty. There was a centralized authority, but it was balanced by the existence of a clan
system. Like Western powers, Japanese expansion was fueled with Social Darwinism , and racism: Need to
ruthlessly protect itself, which could mean siding with the Western powers and act as they did to the other
Asian countries. The Industrial Revolution did bring a surplus and diversity of manufactured goods and
improved the living in some of the middle class. China, on the other hand, had no proof of Western military
superiority and no previous examples to be guided by. These goals were often intertwined. In the 19th century,
after a long period of isolationism, China and then Japan came under pressure from the West to open to
foreign trade and relations. Tokyo: Charles E. In , the new imperial commissioner Lin Tze-hsu arrived in
Canton and confiscated 20, chests of opium from the British. New York: Abelard-Schuman Limited. The East
Asian countries were tremendously affected by unequal treaties, extraterritoriality, and above all, technology.
They were inward looking and were encouraged by the conservative Confucianistic beliefs of their emperors
to cling to the ancient and traditional ways of the past. Conflict between China and Japan over Korea and
consequent war. London: Benn, pp.


